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With over 1,000 Scriptures outlining each day of the 40 Days of Purpose, this book is a wonderful

reference. Winner of the Retailers Choice Award.
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Whenever a new Christian hoola hoop fad comes along, it sparks offshoots. While in many

cases,the permutations these sub hoops take is mostly an exercise in capitalism, in this case, the

off shoot is the equal of or perhaps superior to the prime in usefulness.The daily devotional consists

of soundbite key concepts of the Purpose driven life backed up by relevant scriptures to the thought.

Notably, the version of the Bible from one to another varies. This allows one to compare say the NIV

to the NLV or Message, etc.For those crunched for time or who don't care to read, this book is an

easy way to get the benefit of the full book. It is also handy to carry for a quick scripture fix.

This is such a handy book to use along with The Purpose Driven Life because it pretty much

focuses on the scriptures (and there are plenty of them) from all the different translations that the

author uses. So you don't have to keep flipping to the back of the book to see where the scriptures

came from - just use this paperback along with the regular book. Works great!

I was somewhat disappointed in this addition to the original book. It was just the quotes of the



scripture from the original text. If I wanted additional information of what I read , I would have looked

it up myself. It, to me, was a waste of my money.

This devotional is not what I expected when I started reading it, but that is not why I am rating it low.

This book is basically a bunch of Scriptures under a certain topic, which follows the Purpose Driven

Life book. That wouldn't be a problem except that I found multiple errors which changed the

meaning of the text. Some I looked up, and it was not even the correct verse. This is the Holy Word

of God we are dealing with, and it should not be taken lightly!

Unfortunately I paid for and downloaded the wrong book. This book kind of set up each chapter in

the original book in a brief way, but unless you also have the original book (which I did not) this book

can seem a little confusing. I may come back to it again when I get the original book to see if helps

me to understand anything better but on it's own, it was not very helpful.

I love Rick Warren's "The Purpose Driven Life: What on Earth am I here for?" . . . so I was elated to

find Rick Warren had added a "companion" to his original book. Great books that make you stop

and think!

Designed to be used in conjunction with Rick Warren's amazing multi-million selling time, Daily

Inspiration is chock full of timely biblical quotes grouped together by a wide variety of themes. Short

and sweet, but nicely organized and worth every penny.

I bought this for Lent thinking that it was the actual book The Purpose Driven Life because I didn't

see the fine print when I ordered it. It's fine as an addition to the book but it's not the actual book

The Purpose Driven Life.
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